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Real-Time Implementation
of Optimal Energy Management
in Hybrid Electric Vehicles:
Globally Optimal Control
of Acceleration Events
Widely published research shows that significant fuel economy improvements through
optimal control of a vehicle powertrain are possible if the future vehicle velocity is known
and real-time optimization calculations can be performed. In this research, however, we
seek to advance the field of optimal powertrain control by limiting future vehicle opera-
tion knowledge and using no real-time optimization calculations. We have realized opti-
mal control of acceleration events (AEs) in real-time by studying optimal control trends
across 384 real world drive cycles and deriving an optimal control strategy for specific
acceleration event categories using dynamic programming (DP). This optimal control
strategy is then applied to all other acceleration events in its category, as well as sepa-
rate standard and custom drive cycles using a look-up table. Fuel economy improvements
of 2% average for acceleration events and 3.9% for an independent drive cycle were
observed when compared to our rigorously validated 2010 Toyota Prius model. Our con-
clusion is that optimal control can be implemented in real-time using standard vehicle
controllers assuming extremely limited information about future vehicle operation is
known such as an approximate starting and ending velocity for an acceleration event.
[DOI: 10.1115/1.4046477]

1 Introduction

Transportation provides significant economic benefits but is
responsible for approximately one third of the total global energy
consumption [1]. When this energy is generated from petroleum
combustion engines, petroleum trade is required [2], air pollution
that is harmful to human health is released [3,4], and global
warming is exacerbated through greenhouse gas emissions [5–7].
To combat these issues, countries from all over the world have
implemented fuel economy (FE) regulations [8–10] with many
countries taking the initiative to ban gasoline and diesel powered
vehicles outright between the years 2025–2040 [11–15]. The Paris
Climate Agreement, which has been signed by every country in
the world [16,17], also limits greenhouse gas emissions, petro-
leum importation, and air pollution (by extension) [18]. Improving
vehicle FE is a major initiative for meeting the Paris Climate
Agreement goals and many countries have adopted milestones
such as the 50% fuel economy improvement worldwide by 2050
challenges (50 by 50) [9,19–22].

Technologies used to increase FE include engine sizing,
advanced engine control, friction/mass/drag reduction, and power-
train electrification [23]. But, there are numerous technologies
that are not currently being utilized for FE improvements such as
implementation of an optimal energy management strategy (opti-
mal EMS), which has demonstrated FE improvements of up to
30% for hybrid vehicles [24]. An optimal EMS is the application
of optimal control to vehicle powertrain operation with the
objective of minimizing fuel consumption (maximizing FE). This
technique was first published in 2001 by Lin et al., who derived

the globally optimal control using dynamic programming (DP) for
a hybrid electric truck [25]. Since then, researchers have investi-
gated stochastically robust strategies [26–31] as well as fast com-
putation strategies [32–36] with the goal of progressing this
technology toward commercial implementation. To this day, the
technology has still not been realized commercially due to the
computational cost in processing sensor data (this data is required
to make predictions, which are then used to derive the optimal
EMS) and due to a research gap exploring the effect of
misprediction [37].

A promising solution to realize optimal EMS implementation is
to use a precomputed globally optimal EMS derived using DP
rather than a real-time computed nonglobally optimal EMS such
as stochastic dynamic programming, equivalent consumption
minimization strategy (ECMS), or a heuristic method. This
DP-computed look-up table implementation option did not seem
feasible until recent research established that FE improvements
are still achieved when a globally optimal EMS is subjected to
mispredictions [38–40], which was further demonstrated as a
complete system by incorporating a perception model [41–44].
These initial research findings demonstrate that this technique
could be commercially implementable in the near term, but a rig-
orous analysis for real-world driving using a specific implementa-
tion scheme must first be conducted. This research fills this
demonstrated need by choosing acceleration event (AE) imple-
mentation studied using 384 real-world drive cycles. Justification
of AE implementation is presented in Sec. 2.4.

The research summarized this paper is still on-going and has
been in development since 2015. This paper presents the simula-
tion findings, which are currently being used to develop a physical
vehicle demonstration. This paper builds from a previous novel
research finding that discrete DP is surprisingly robust to velocity
prediction error [40]; thus, there are numerous new and significant
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contributions that this paper makes to the field of optimal EMS.
These include:

(1) Rigorous analysis of optimal EMS implementation and the
effect of prediction error using 384 real-world drive cycles.

(2) Quantification of prediction accuracy required for optimal
EMS using a rigorous study of driving segment categorization.

(3) Direct implementation of discrete dynamic programming
using a precomputed look-up table.

(4) Implementation of optimal EMS in discrete acceleration
events.

(5) Use of optimal control matrix solutions that are a function of
velocity, which only works for monotonic drive segments.

The control strategy described in this paper is not suboptimal or
heuristic; instead, it is the globally optimal control solution
applied in a way that takes advantage of its natural robustness
(again this is a surprising conclusion from a previous study [40]).
If the actual driving segment is different than what was predicted,
the result will be suboptimal; otherwise, the result will be globally
optimal. This is a new technique that other researchers missed in
their rush to investigate stochastic and fast-computation optimal
EMS that followed the original discrete DP results from 2001.
This paper continues to demonstrate that there is indeed a natural
robustness of discrete DP for the hybrid electric vehicle (HEV)
optimal EMS problem, which may be the key to commercial
realization.

2 Methods

To understand the FE improvement potential of AE optimal
control, first a large database of real world AEs is extracted from
real-world drive cycles. These AEs are then organized into
various categorization schemes. Next, two control methods are
developed using a validated 2010 Toyota Prius model: a baseline
energy management strategy (baseline EMS) and a globally opti-
mal EMS. A custom battery state-of-charge (SOC) adjusted FE
calculation technique is developed for AEs to ensure unbiased FE
comparison.

Then, to determine the impact of AE category prediction in
drive cycles, several steps are required. The first is to develop a
set of drive cycles representing various styles of driving. Next,
four control strategies are compared: (1) a baseline energy man-
agement strategy (baseline EMS), (2) a full drive cycle prediction
optimal EMS, (3) an exact AE prediction optimal EMS, and (4) a
category AE prediction optimal EMS. By comparing the AE cate-
gory prediction (which is real-time implementable and uses very
limited future information) with the baseline EMS as well as per-
fect prediction optimal EMS, we will have determined the FE
improvement for modern vehicles and we will have determined
how much of the maximum possible FE improvement is achieved.

2.1 Acceleration Event Dataset Development. Initial
research on AEs suggests that velocity and fuel consumption can
be accurately modeled with sinusoidal and polynomial models
that satisfy a zero jerk condition consistent with real-world driving
[45] but it is difficult to capture an inclusive set of AEs due to the
variability introduced by obstacles such as roundabouts, intersec-
tions, and crossings for different vehicles’ traffic conditions and
road types [46,47]. Additionally, substantial variations in driver
behavior in regard to AEs results in significantly different fuel
consumption rates [48] and many studies of AEs have become
experimental and data-driven [49].

In this research, data were recorded from several 2010 Toyota
Prius drivers in the California area. The data are composed of 384
drive cycles measured at 10 Hz (0.1 s time-steps) with an average
time length of 1086 s and an average velocity of 28.05 mph. An
example drive cycle from the dataset is shown in Fig. 1. AEs can
be extracted from these drive cycles by identifying sections of
speed data where the velocity increases in the next time-step, i.e.,
vkþ1 � vk > 0 where k is a discrete time-step. But, for real-world

accelerations, there are short moments of steady or even decreas-
ing speed within an AE and a two time-step evaluation will yield
erroneous results. Additionally, the real-world drive data have a
high resolution and a strict equality evaluation for steady sections
(i.e., vk � vk�1 ¼ 0) is insufficient. To address these issues, AEs
were extracted by searching for sections satisfying the following
logic statement where � represents logical conjunction (i.e., an
“and” statement)”

ðvkþ1 � vkÞ � 0:05 mph

�ðvkþ2 � vkþ1Þ � 0:05 mph

�ðvkþ3 � vkþ2Þ � 0:05 mph

�ðvkþ4 � vkþ3Þ � 0:05 mph

(1)

If Eq. (1) is true, then this section of the drive cycle is labeled as
an AE. From these extracted AEs, if they either start from a nega-
tive speed, last for one second or less, or only increase speed by
5 mph or less then they are filtered out. A conceptual plot of the
identification of AEs in an example drive cycle is shown in Fig. 2.

Using this process, 7708 AEs are extracted from the 384 drive
cycles for analysis. Since these AEs will be used to compare a
baseline EMS and optimal EMS, we must ensure that the vehicle
is at steady-state before and after each AE. To accomplish this,
each of these AEs is prepended with 8 s of the initial velocity to
ensure the vehicle is at steady-state at the beginning of each AE
and appended with 12 s of the final velocity to ensure the vehicle
is at steady-state at the end of each AE. An example of the result-
ing AE cycle is shown in Fig. 3. The 7708 AEs with the pre-
pended and appended velocity states range from 22 s long to 76 s
long and include speeds from 0 mph to 50 mph. To derive general-
ized improved control strategies, this dataset of AEs must now be
categorized.

2.2 Acceleration Event Categorization. Three different AE
categorization schemes were chosen for this dataset based on prin-
ciple component analysis:

(1) Starting velocity and ending velocity categorization

vi; vf

Fig. 1 One of the drive cycles in the real-world drive cycle
dataset

Fig. 2 Example of the results from the AE extraction algorithm.
Note that one AE is filtered out for having a velocity increase
less than 5 mph.
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(2) Time duration and ending velocity

t; vf

(3) Average acceleration and ending velocity

vf � vi

t
; vf

where the variables vi, vf, and t are shown in Fig. 3.
An example of the first categorization scheme, starting velocity

and ending velocity, that uses a new category every 3 mph is
shown in Fig. 4. The x-axis shows the assigned AE category num-
ber, e.g., category 1, 2, 3, etc. The left y-axis shows the velocity
range. For example category 1 captures all AEs that start at 0 mph
and end at 7.8 6 1.5 mph. The right y-axis shows the number of
AEs in the AE category, for example, there are about 321 AEs in
category 1 (starting around 0 mph and end around 7.8 6 1.5 mph).
Overall, Fig. 4 shows there are a high number of low velocity AEs
and a small number of high velocity AEs in the dataset.

An example of the second categorization scheme, time dura-
tion, and ending velocity, which uses a new category every 2.8 s
and 4.4 mph, is shown in Fig. 5. The x-axis and right y-axis are
consistent with first categorization scheme plot, Fig. 4. But now
the left y-axis shows the ending velocity (as red Xs) and the total
time duration (as blue dots) of each category. For example,
category 1 has a total time duration of 6.2 6 1.4 s and an ending
velocity of 12.2 6 2.2 mph for which there are 274 AEs. Note that
the total time duration is shown without prepended and appended
velocity (Fig. 3), which is used to ensure steady-state. Overall,
Fig. 5 shows that, in general, there is a high number of short-
duration AEs and a low number of long-duration AEs in this
dataset.

An example of the third categorization scheme, average accel-
eration, and ending velocity, which uses a new category every
0.02 g’s and 4.4 mph, is shown in Fig. 6. The x-axis and right
y-axis are consistent with the other two categorization scheme
plots, Figs. 4 and 5. The left y-axis shows the ending velocity (as
red Xs) and the average acceleration (as blue dots) of each AE cat-
egory. For example, AE category 1 has an average acceleration of
about 0.11 6 0.01 g’s (g-force) and an ending velocity of approxi-
mately 34.2 6 2.2 mph. Overall, Fig. 6 shows that the majority of
AEs in this dataset do not go above 1.13 g’s.

Note that there were very few AEs, which had an ending veloc-
ity above 50 mph in this dataset. AEs that ended at a high velocity
were lumped into AEs with an ending velocity around 50 mph.

2.3 Baseline Energy Management Strategy Development.
The vehicle model chosen for analysis is a 2010 Toyota Prius
because it is a popular and well documented vehicle. It also has
the highest FE of any vehicle in its class (excluding electric
vehicles) [50], implying that FE improvements would be

Fig. 3 Example of prepending and appending constant veloc-
ity of each AE to ensure steady-state

Fig. 4 Plot showing the velocity range and the number of AEs in each category for the starting velocity and ending velocity
categorization scheme

Fig. 5 Plot showing total duration, end velocity, and the number of AEs in each category for the time duration and ending
velocity categorization scheme
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challenging to demonstrate. Additionally, there is physically
measured validation data publicly available for this vehicle.

The baseline EMS must be a validated and high accuracy simu-
lation of current real-world vehicle FE performance. Additionally,
to compare alternate control strategies over thousands of short
segments of driving, such as AEs, the vehicle model must have
high enough fidelity to model FE changes from different controls
while also having a relatively low computational cost. This type
of model is commonly known as a controls-oriented model since
it must sacrifice some fidelity in order to lower computational cost
for controls development.

To satisfy these requirements, a combination of a high fidelity
vehicle model developed in the AUTONOMIE modeling software is
combined with an equation-based power-split vehicle model.
The AUTONOMIE modeling software has shown strong correlation
with the current 2010 Toyota Prius physical vehicle operation
[51] so it was used to derive the engine torque, engine speed,
and engine power, which was then implemented in the equation-
based power-split model. FE and SOC with respect to time are
then recorded.

To ensure that this model does not sacrifice FE prediction
accuracy, a thorough model validation study was conducted.
The simulated FE from this model is validated against 2010
Toyota Prius FE data physically measured by Argonne National
Laboratory using all available drive cycles [52]. The publicly
available data are measured for the three standard U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency (EPA) drive cycles: the city driving
focused urban dynamometer drive schedule (UDDS), the high-
way driving focused Highway Fuel Economy Test (HWFET),
and the aggressive driving focused US06 cycle. All simulated
FE was within 1.5% of the physically measured data as shown
in Table 1. A controls-oriented model is needed for this research
and the focus is not on model development; therefore, this is
sufficient validation for controls development. The equation-
based power-split model was developed according to the litera-
ture [53–56]. Each of the 7708 AEs is input into the 2010
Toyota Prius Autonomie model and the engine torque, speed,
and power output is recorded. For a given engine power, the
required electric power can be determined by subtracting the
total propulsive power requirement as

Pelec ¼ Fpropv� PICE (2)

where Fprop is determined from a force balance on the vehicle as

Fprop ¼ m _v þ Crrmgþ 1

2
Cdqairv

2Afront (3)

and Crr is the coefficient of rolling resistance, m is the mass of the
vehicle, g is the acceleration due to gravity, Cd is the coefficient
of drag, qair is the density of air, v is the vehicle velocity, Afront is
the frontal area, and _v is the vehicle acceleration (calculated using
a numerical derivative). Note that the additional force component
due to an elevation angle is not a part of this study.

The resulting battery SOC at the next time-step is then calcu-
lated via a difference quotient as

SOC k þ 1ð Þ ¼ SOC kð Þ � Voc �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
V2

oc � 4PbattRint

p
2RintQbatt;o

Dt (4)

where Voc is the open-circuit voltage of 201.6 V, Rint is the battery
internal resistance of 0.373 X, and Qbatt;o is the battery capacity of
6.5 A�h.

The overall efficiency of the electrical components can then be
captured using response surface fits [57] of data available in the
literature [56]. Using the speed and torque, the electrical system
efficiency is determined and applied as

Pbatt ¼
1

gelec

Pelec (5)

where gelec is a function of electric motor speed xEM, electric
motor torque TEM, generator speed xgen, and generator torque
Tgen. The electric motor and generator efficiency maps are
extracted from the AUTONOMIE modeling software, which are used
to compute gelec as a function of the torques and speeds of the
electric components.

The fuel consumption is then obtained using a brake-specific
fuel consumption (BSFC) map. This map has to be derived since
only its general structure is available in the public domain [55].
For the case of a 2010 Toyota Prius, a quadratic response surface
does not adequately match the BSFC structure; therefore, a cubic
response surface is used, which shows strong correlation [55].
This equation is defined in response surface literature [57] as

Fig. 6 Plot showing average acceleration, end velocity, and the number of AEs in each category for the average accelera-
tion and ending velocity categorization scheme

Table 1 A comparison of simulated and measured fuel economy for standard EPA drive cycles

EPA drive cycle Simulated fuel economy Measured fuel economy [52] Percent difference

UDDS 76.6 mpg 75.6 mpg 1.3%
HWFET 69.0 mpg 69.9 mpg –1.4%
US06 44.9 mpg 45.3 mpg –1.0%
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BSFC ¼ A1 þ A2xICE þ A3TICE

þA4xICETICE þ A5x
2
ICE þ A6T2

ICE

þA7xICET2
ICE þ A8x

2
ICETICE þ A9T3

ICE (6)

where all A values are fitted constants, xICE is the engine speed,
and TICE is the engine torque. The surface developed is shown in
Fig. 7. Once the BSFC response surface is developed, the ideal
operating line [58] can be computed, which shows the minimum
fuel consumption for any desired power (also shown in Fig. 7).

Finally, the engine, generator, and wheel speed are constrained
according to the planetary gear set equation from the literature
[53]

xICE ¼ xgen

q
1þ q

þ xring

1

1þ q
(7)

where q¼ðNteeth;sun=Nteeth;ringÞ;Nteeth;generator¼30, and Nteeth;ring¼
78 and is subject to operational speed limits of 13,500rpm for the
electric motor and 10,000rpm for the generator. The ring gear
speed is based on the vehicle speed as

xring ¼
rfinal drivev

Rwheel

(8)

where rfinal drive is the final drive ratio of 3.267 and Rwheel is the
wheel radius of 0.317 m.

2.4 Optimal Energy Management Strategy Development.
An optimal EMS is developed, which derives the globally optimal
control of acceleration events.

2.4.1 Acceleration Event Justification. Acceleration portions
of driving require the most propulsive power and consume the
most fuel relative to distance [48]; thus, they may represent the
ideal place to achieve a large portion of the maximum possible FE
gains from optimal EMS. By applying optimal control only to spe-
cific segments of a drive cycle, the globally optimal FE may not
be realized but it will provide a significant FE improvement com-
pared to current technology and it helps progress optimal EMS
toward commercial realization. A robust globally optimal FE
improvement for all dive cycles is a very large and complicated
problem; therefore, it should be broken down into a subset of the

full problem, which then informs and provokes future solutions.
This research investigates a subset of this general optimal EMS
problem through a comprehensive analysis of potential FE
improvements from a DP-derived optimal EMS applied to accel-
eration events (AE) only.

Accurate prediction of future vehicle velocity information is a
major hurdle for optimal EMS realization, but the misprediction
resilience of DP can be harnessed to eliminate the second-by-
second prediction requirement. This research seeks to accomplish
this goal by eschewing full second-by-second velocity predictions
in favor of only two approximate predictions such as approximate
AE starting velocity, ending velocity, duration, or average accelera-
tion. In this sense, the prediction requirement is largely reduced in
that the only prediction required is an approximate starting and end-
ing velocity; thus, prediction of traffic conditions (as an example) is
not needed. Two approximate predictions, e.g., starting and ending
velocity, are feasible using global positioning system location and
speed limit information. In areas or times of high traffic, ending
speed can be readily predicted from travel time data instead [41].

Determination of which two predictions and how wide of an
approximation is required is the focus of this research paper. Pre-
diction modeling is not within the scope of this research. Instead,
only a prediction of the AE category (AE approximation) is
assumed. First, we seek to understand how to characterize an AE
categorization scheme that results in significant and robust FE
improvements; then we seek to understand the total FE improve-
ment and battery SOC impacts of this AE category precomputed
optimal EMS over a variety of drive cycles.

The goal of this study is to derive an optimal EMS for general,
real-world, AEs but then apply the optimal EMS to many similar
AEs, thus eliminating the need for real-time calculations. This
study includes a rigorous investigation of an optimal EMS applied
to AEs as well as an implementation in several full drive cycles.

2.4.2 Optimal Energy Management Strategy Derivation. Note
that other researchers have proposed deriving the globally optimal
EMS through Pontryagin’s minimization principle (PMP) and
implementing the solution in real-time using ECMS, but this solu-
tion realizes the same control regardless of actual driving condi-
tions. In response to this, researchers have proposed an “on-the-
fly” correction to ECMS called adaptive ECMS (a-ECMS) but it
is heavily dependent on velocity predictions; there are real-time
computational concerns and many more misprediction scenarios
that still need to be evaluated [59]. Alternatively, DP provides an
optimal control solution matrix where optimal control is derived
for every feasible input and SOC value, thus providing resilience
that is not present in the PMP and ECMS technique.

Deterministic DP is used to derive the optimal EMS because it
guarantees the globally optimal solution (subject to the discretiza-
tion scheme); it is straightforward to implement for nonlinear dis-
crete systems, and because it is consistent with previous research,
which has shown that despite prediction errors, the DP-derived
control matrix results in maintained FE improvements [40]. The
high computational cost of DP is bypassed in this research
because the end goal is to develop and save a DP derived globally
optimal control as a look-up table, thus eliminating any need for
real-time calculation. This research investigates deriving an opti-
mal EMS using DP for a single AE in a category and applying the
control matrix results to every other AE in the category.

The AE for which the optimal EMS is derived is referred to
as the expected AE and is an estimate of the most common
AE within the category. As an example, category 1 in Fig. 4 has
a starting velocity of 0 mph and an ending velocity of
7.8 6 1.5 mph. All of the AEs within category 1 are plotted in
Fig. 8(a). If the total duration of each of the AEs in category 1 is
recorded, shown in Fig. 8(b), it can be seen that a duration
between 4.5 and 5 s is most common (this duration spans 40
occurrences). This implies that for category 1, a total duration of
4.5–5 s is an expected AE and all other durations are associated
with mispredictions. Note that only one AE is used to derive the

Fig. 7 The approximated BSFC map response surface created
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optimal EMS in the 4.5–5 s duration, which is chosen at random.
This ensures that only one optimal EMS is used for every
category.

This is an important point and the foundation for this research
paper: the optimal control is derived for only one AE in the
expected set and is applied to every other AE in the entire cate-
gory. For the AE category shown in Fig. 8(a), the globally optimal
control is derived for one AE and this optimal control is applied to
all other 300þ AEs, even AEs that take four times as long. We
seek to find the AE categorization scheme that maintains FE
improvements across the entire AE category.

After the expected AE is determined for each category in each
AE categorization scheme, the optimal EMS can be derived using
DP. DP finds the optimal solution using backward recursion,
which eliminates solutions that are not optimal as defined by the
Bellman principle of optimality [60,61]. For every feasible state
variable value, the optimal solution is stored. An appropriate DP
scheme consists of a dynamic equation shown in Eq. (9), a cost
function shown in Eq. (10), and state and control variable feasibil-
ity constraints shown in Eqs. (12) and (13)

Sðk þ 1Þ ¼ SðkÞ þ f ðS; u;w; kÞDt (9)

J ¼
XN�1

k¼0

f ðS; u;w;DtÞ (10)

SminðkÞ � SðkÞ � SmaxðkÞ ðk ¼ 0;…NÞ (11)

uminðkÞ � uðkÞ � umaxðkÞ ðk ¼ 0;…N � 1Þ (12)

where S is the state, u is the control, w is the exogenous fixed
input, k is the time-step number, Dt is the time-step value, J is the
cost, and N is the final time-step number.

For an HEV optimal EMS derivation, the state is the battery
ðSOCÞ, the control is the engine power ðPICEÞ, the exogenous

fixed input is the vehicle velocity (v), and the cost is the fuel mass
consumed ðmfuelÞ with a penalty to enforce the same SOC final
value as the baseline EMS ðSOCf Þ. This formulation with the
added feasibility constraints of engine operation and battery SOC
yields the following modified equations:

SOCðk þ 1Þ ¼ SOCðkÞ þ f ðSOC;PICE; v; kÞDt (13)

Cost ¼
XN�1

k¼0

mfuelðPICE;DtÞ þWðSOCf � SOCðNÞÞ2 (14)

SOCmin � SOCðkÞ � SOCmax ðk ¼ 0;…NÞ (15)

PICE;min � PICEðkÞ � PICE;max ðk ¼ 0;…N � 1Þ (16)

where W is defined as a penalty weight, which forces charge sus-
taining behavior.

This HEV optimal EMS derivation can then be tailored to rep-
resent a 2010 Toyota Prius using the equation-based power-split
model described in Eq. (4) and Sec. 2.3. The resulting DP formu-
lation for a 2010 Toyota Prius is

SOCðk þ 1Þ
¼ SOCðkÞ � C1

þC2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
C3 � C4vðkÞ þ C5vðkÞ3 þ C6 _vðkÞvðkÞ � C7PICE

q
(17)

Cost ¼
XN�1

k¼0

f ðPICEÞ þWðSOCf � SOCðNÞÞ2 (18)

40% � SOCðkÞ � 80% ðk ¼ 0;…NÞ (19)

0 kW � PICEðkÞ � 73 kW ðk ¼ 0;…N � 1Þ (20)

Fig. 8 A visual representation of the characteristic AE selection process. The AEs with the most common total
duration are labeled in black while all other AEs are shown in brown.
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C8½f ðPICEÞ� þ C9vðkÞ � C10 (21)

where C1 through C10 are constants and W achieves the desired
effect when it is set to 10,000. These equation derivations are
described in more detail in a previous publication [40]. Note that
there are numerous control variable choices and other researchers
have used engine speed, engine torque, run/stop/idle model, or
combinations of these. Control of just engine power was chosen to
ensure reduced computation time.

The following time-step, state, and engine power discretization
values are used, which were determined from a convergence test:

Dt ¼ 0:4 sec (22)

DSOC ¼ 0:001% (23)

DPICE ¼ 0:1 kW (24)

The solution to this problem is an optimal control matrix, which
provides the minimum fuel consumption engine power for any
feasible time and battery SOC during the AE. The optimal control
matrix for a low velocity AE is shown in Fig. 9 and the optimal
control matrix for a high velocity AE is shown in Fig. 10. For
example, if the battery SOC is 40% and the time since beginning
the AE is 3 s, Fig. 9 shows that approximately 20 kW of engine
power will provide the minimum fuel consumption solution (for a
low velocity AE) while Fig. 10 shows that approximately 30 kW
of engine power will provide the minimum fuel consumption solu-
tion (for a high velocity AE).

A new and important finding from this research was discovered
when these optimal control matrices were applied to an AE for
which it was not derived, i.e., the optimal EMS for an expected
AE is applied to a mispredicted AE. It was determined that if the
time input variable is converted to a velocity input variable, sig-
nificantly more robust results were demonstrated. In other words,
if the optimal EMS for an expected AE is applied to a mispre-
dicted AE, it is better to determine the optimal control according
to current velocity rather than current time. Note that this conver-
sion is only possible because AEs are monotonic with respect to
velocity; otherwise, there would be multiple control actions for
one velocity input.

Using a velocity input variable reduces large power fluctuations
since it provides an aspect of self-correction. For example, if the
prediction is a large acceleration but the actual AE initially
increases velocity very slowly, high engine power will not be
used as the time index increases. Looking at Fig. 10, this means
that the yellow/white region of high power will not be used until
the velocity increases significantly, which is not the case when
using a time index.

2.5 Battery State of Charge Correction. When evaluating
alternate control strategies, it is likely that ending battery SOC
ðSOCf Þ for each strategy will be different. For full drive cycles,
the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) J1711 standard
describes how to determine a corrected FE [62]. Unfortunately,
this technique gives erroneous results when applied short sections
of driving such as AEs. SAE J1711 assumes a constant engine
efficiency of 25%, which is not appropriate for a large dataset of
diverse AEs since engine efficiency can be significantly different
for different AEs. Additionally, the FE results for AEs are very
sensitive to the FE correction technique since the fuel consump-
tion relative to full drive cycles is low.

To address these issues, a FE correction technique was imple-
mented, which is a slight modification to the SAE standard. Each
relative FE and SOC result for every AE within a category is plot-
ted in Fig. 11. Relative increases are defined as

DFE ¼ FEOptimal EMS � FEBaseline EMS (25)

DSOC ¼ SOCf ;optimal EMS � SOCf ;baseline EMS (26)

Figure 11 shows a linear fit of all of the AE results (shown as a
dark line). The point where this blue line crosses the y-axis is the

Fig. 9 The optimal control matrix derived using dynamic pro-
gramming for a low velocity acceleration event

Fig. 11 Illustration of SOC correction method

Fig. 10 The optimal control matrix derived using dynamic pro-
gramming for a high velocity acceleration event
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average FE improvement for all AEs in this category. Individual
AE results for this category are determined by tracing a point to
where it crosses zero on the y-axis using the slope of the fit line.
For example, the blue circle represents an AE with a SOC differ-
ence of 0.7% and a FE difference of �6 mpg. The resulting SOC
adjusted FE improvement for this AE result is then calculated to
be 3%, which can be seen by following the blue arrow to the blue
“X.”

This example where an unadjusted FE value of �6 mpg is
adjusted to þ3 mpg seems dramatic based on a þ0.7% SOC dif-
ference but it makes sense in the context of AEs, which are
typically very short. For an individual AE, a large SOC difference
translates to a large FE adjustment. In general, the linear fit
depends on the size of the vehicle engine and battery and is differ-
ent for all vehicles. This technique is the same overall process as
the existing SAE J1711 standard and while charge adjusted FE

calculations may not be perfect, this is the best answer the
research community currently has and it is standard practice.

2.6 Drive Cycle Development. Drive cycles are a series of
data points representing vehicle velocity versus time or distance.
Standardized drive cycles have been developed that represent
various types of driving, which includes city driving, highway
driving, and aggressive driving for small vehicles [63], heavy
duty vehicles [64], and buses [65]. Current U.S. policy is to use a
small number of city, highway, and aggressive drive cycles to rep-
resent the concept of operation [66] so vehicle performance can
be evaluated [67]. Most researchers typically limit their concept
of operations to one or two drive cycles [63,65,68–72] but new
research has shown that to ensure robust operation over a variety
of driving conditions, as many drive cycles as are available should
be included in the study [73].

To rigorously investigate the FE costs and benefits of AE pre-
diction, numerous drive cycles are investigated. The drive cycles
include standard EPA drive cycles as well as developed real-
world drive cycles. All real-world drive cycles were recorded
from the controller area network bus of an instrumented vehicle
using the CANOE software. The drive cycles can be divided into
three categories: (1) city drive cycles, (2) highway drive cycles,
and (3) aggressive drive cycles.

Four city drive cycles are analyzed. These include one city
drive cycle recorded in Denver, CO, which drives directly through
downtown with moderate traffic levels and one city drive cycle
recorded in Fort Collins, CO, in low traffic conditions. Two EPA
city drive cycles were also selected which include the UDDS and
the New York City Cycle (NYCC). These four city cycles are
summarized in Table 2 and the velocity traces are shown in
Fig. 12.

Fig. 13 All of the highway and aggressive drive cycles ana-
lyzed: Denver Highway Cycle (Denver, CO) (a), Fort Collins
Highway Cycle (Fort Collins, CO) (b), HWFET (c), and US06 (d)

Table 2 All drive cycles analyzed

Drive cycle Drive cycle Source
Name Type

Denver city City Real World
NYCC City U.S. EPA
UDDS City U.S. EPA
Fort Collins city City Real World
Denver highway Highway Real World
Fort Collins highway Highway Real World
HWFET Highway U.S. EPA
US06 Aggressive U.S. EPA

Fig. 12 All of the city drive cycles analyzed: Denver City Cycle
(Denver, CO) (a), NYCC (b), UDDS (c), and Fort Collins City
Cycle (Fort Collins, CO) (d)
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Three highway drive cycles and one aggressive drive cycle are
also analyzed. The highway drive cycles include one drive cycle
recorded in Denver, CO, that transitions across two major
highways and one drive cycle recorded on and around I-25 in Fort
Collins, CO. The last highway drive cycle used is the EPA’s high-
way fuel economy test (HWFET). The aggressive drive cycle
used is the EPA’s US06 cycle. These four drive cycles are shown
in Table 2 and the velocity traces are shown in Fig. 13.

2.7 Control Strategy Implementation. There are four con-
trol strategy implementations used, which are required to under-
stand the FE improvements possible from modern vehicles as well
as to determine the maximum possible fuel economy improve-
ment. The four control strategies are: (1) baseline EMS, (2) opti-
mal EMS with full drive cycle perfect prediction, (3) optimal
EMS with perfect AE prediction, and (4) optimal EMS with only
AE category prediction. Each of these control strategies is shown
in Figs. 14–17.

The baseline EMS models the current real world control of
modern hybrid vehicles and was developed according to the meth-
ods described in Sec. 2.3. The baseline EMS controls the vehicle
according to a set of rules and because of this, a baseline EMS is
sometimes referred to as a “rules-based control strategy.” The
control conceptual diagram for the baseline EMS is shown in
Fig. 14.

The optimal EMS for perfect full drive cycle prediction was
derived according to the methods described in Sec. 2.4. This is an
important and relevant data point to put FE improvement results

in perspective by identifying the maximum possible FE improve-
ment. The control conceptual diagram for this globally optimal
EMS is shown in Fig. 15.

The optimal EMS for perfect AE prediction was also derived
according to the methods described in Sec. 2.4. This is also an
important and relevant data point to put FE improvement results
in perspective. Although it is not expected that AE prediction will
provide nearly the same result as full drive cycle prediction, it
will be beneficial to understand the portion of the FE improve-
ment that can be gained from AE prediction. Additionally, it will
also be beneficial to understand the portion of possible FE
improvement from AE prediction that was achieved by our cate-
gorization scheme. The goal of designing alternate AE control
strategies is to show that the new control strategy achieves nearly
the same result as perfect prediction of the actual AE in the drive
cycle. The control conceptual diagram for this optimal EMS is
shown in Fig. 16. During portions of driving that are not AEs, the
baseline EMS is employed (rules-based control). As an example,
if a drive cycle consists of an AE followed by steady-state fol-
lowed by an AE, then the control strategy is an optimal EMS for
the first AE, the control strategy then reverts to the baseline EMS
for the steady-state portion, and then switches to an optimal EMS
for the second AE. This was realized in simulation only by first
running the vehicle model with the baseline EMS, removing por-
tions of control that take place during an AE, and implementing
the optimal EMS for each AE that seeks a final SOC value, SOCf,
that is coincident with the SOCf from the baseline EMS. In real-
world operations, there would be a handoff between baseline

Fig. 14 A conceptual diagram of how vehicle powertrain control is currently implemented, the baseline EMS

Fig. 15 A conceptual diagram of how globally optimal vehicle powertrain control is implemented, the globally opti-
mal EMS

Fig. 16 A conceptual diagram of how optimal vehicle powertrain control is implemented in acceleration events
only

Fig. 17 A conceptual diagram of how the proposed acceleration event optimal vehicle powertrain control is
implemented
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EMS and AE look-up table control, which we are replicating in
simulation.

The optimal EMS for AE category prediction was also derived
according to the methods described in Sec. 2.4, except only one
optimal EMS solution is computed for each AE category as shown
in Fig. 8 (AE categories are discussed in Sec. 2.2). Note that this
AE category dataset does not include any of the drive cycles ana-
lyzed for this study. Figure 17 shows how AE prediction categori-
zation is implemented for each drive cycle. During portions of
driving that are not AEs, the baseline EMS is employed (rules-
based control). Implementing this control strategy in each drive
cycle, results in sections of applying a precomputed optimal EMS
and sections of applying the baseline EMS. For example, if a drive
cycle starts with an AE, the optimal EMS for its associated AE
category is implemented. Once the AE ends, the baseline EMS is
implemented. Then, if a second AE is identified, the optimal EMS
for its associated AE category can be applied once this second AE
starts. After the second AE, the baseline EMS is implemented
again. This process continues for the duration of the drive cycle.
Because the optimal solution is defined for all feasible states of
the vehicle, solutions for different values of battery SOC are avail-
able. Battery SOC for this control strategy could vary significantly
from the baseline EMS as the drive cycle progresses but due to
the charge sustaining constraint in the optimal EMS formulation,
charge sustaining operation is maintained. The major advantage
of this control strategy is that optimal EMS calculations are not
computed in real-time. The optimal EMS is essentially imple-
mented as a look-up table, thus making it compatible with the cur-
rent abilities of vehicle powertrain controllers.

3 Results

The results include an investigation of the FE improvement
mechanism, an FE improvement calculation for every AE in every
AE category for each categorization scheme, the impact of fewer
or more AE categories on the overall FE improvement, and a
comparison of all four control strategies for a representative case
of city driving, highway driving, and for the aggressive drive
cycle.

3.1 Fuel Economy Improvement Mechanism. Applying the
DP-derived optimal EMS to AEs results in a significant FE
improvement. It was observed that this FE improvement is
achieved through two different engine control strategies.

For a low velocity AE, Fig. 18(a) compares the baseline EMS
and optimal EMS engine power and 18(b) compares the baseline

EMS and optimal EMS engine operation points. Comparing the
two control strategies in Fig. 18(a) reveals that the FE improve-
ment is achieved using zero engine power for the first half of the
AE and higher engine power than the baseline EMS for the second
half of the AE. The baseline EMS uses low consistent engine
power. Both the baseline EMS and the optimal EMS end at the
same SOC. Comparing the two control strategies in Fig. 18(b)
shows that this change in engine power results in more efficient
engine operation since the operation points are closer to the region
of highest efficiency. In other words, there is a delay in engine
power, and this control strategy can be thought of as delayed
engine power control. Average delayed control results in a FE
improvement of approximately 5%.1

For a high velocity AE, Fig. 19(a) compares the baseline EMS
and optimal EMS engine power and 19(b) compares the baseline
EMS and optimal EMS engine operation points. Comparing the
two control strategies in Fig. 19(a) reveals that the FE improve-
ment is achieved using nearly constant engine power during the
AE. Both the baseline EMS and the optimal EMS end at the same
SOC. Comparing the two control strategies in Fig. 19(b) shows
that this change in engine power results in more efficient engine
operation since the engine operation points are closer to the
engine operating region of highest efficiency. In other words, the
engine power increase is advanced in time and this control strat-
egy can be thought of as advanced engine power control. Average
advanced control results in a FE improvement of approximately
2%.

3.2 Acceleration Event Categorization Scheme. Investiga-
tion of the overall FE improvement from each of the AE categori-
zation schemes can now be investigated. The FE improvement
was determined using Eq. (27) but the optimal EMS was only
derived for one AE (the expected AE) in each category but was
applied to every AE in the category (mispredicted AE).

In Fig. 20(a), results for categories defined by starting and end-
ing velocity are shown, sorted according to FE improvement.
Fig. 20(b) shows that the highest FE improvement is achieved for
low velocity accelerations, of which there are many instances in
the driving dataset. This figure also shows a FE loss for high
velocity accelerations, of which there are few instances in the
driving dataset.

Fig. 18 A comparison of baseline control and optimal control results for engine power (a) and
engine operation (b). The engine control strategy is delayed.

1The FE improvement is calculated as

FE Improvement ¼ FEOptimal EMS � FEBaseline EMS

FEBaseline EMS

� 100% (27)
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In Fig. 21(a), results for categories defined by time duration
and end velocity are shown, sorted according to FE improvement.
When correlating the results with the FE improvement shown in
Fig. 21(b), it can be seen that the largest FE improvements are for
low velocity AEs that have a relatively long duration. Addition-
ally, AEs with the longest duration tend to result in a general FE
improvement. High velocity, short-duration AEs give the lowest
FE improvement.

In Fig. 22(a), results for categories defined by average accelera-
tion and end velocity are shown, sorted according to FE improve-
ment. When correlating the results with the FE improvement
shown in Fig. 21(b), it can be seen that low-magnitude low-
velocity AEs achieve the highest FE improvement. Additionally,
high-magnitude, high-velocity AEs give the worst FE results.

Upon initial inspection, it is confusing that certain AE catego-
ries in Figs. 21 and 22 have a FE improvement of over 10%,
much higher than the categories in Fig. 20. This is because catego-
rizing by duration and velocity magnitude filters out extremely

long and slow AEs, which have the largest FE improvements from
optimal EMS. Categorizing by starting and ending velocity does
not filter out these large FE improvement cases. This might seem
to indicate that the AE categories in Figs. 21 and 22 are superior
but the weighted total FE improvement analysis tells a different
story.

In general, each of the categorization schemes has a similar
weighted total FE improvement (shown in the inset table in
Figs. 20(b), 21(b), and 22(b)) with the duration and average accel-
eration categorization schemes have a higher overall variance
than the starting velocity categorization scheme. It was also found
that greater FE improvements are achieved when the actual AE
duration is equal to or longer than the expected AE duration. This
phenomenon may warrant investigation in future work.

3.3 Number of Acceleration Event Categories. Next, we
investigate the tradeoff between FE improvement and the number

Fig. 20 Plot comparing characteristic velocities to FE performance for each starting and ending velocity category, sorted by
decreasing mean FE improvement

Fig. 19 A comparison of baseline control and optimal control results for engine power (a) and
engine operation (b). The engine control strategy is advanced.
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of categories. With too few categories, the drive cycle data will
have a large FE improvement variance and with too many catego-
ries, the data are overfit and lack generalization. Note that this
also gives insight into the effect of category misprediction, which
is essentially the case of too few categories.

FE results for various numbers of starting velocity and ending
velocity categories can be seen in Fig. 23. This figure shows
that when few starting and ending speed categories are used,
there is a large FE variance. This figure also shows that when
100 s of starting and ending velocity categories are used, the FE
improvement is slightly higher, but we are approaching the point

of an optimal EMS derived for every single AE, which results
in an overfitting of data and a lack of generalization. For around
15 starting and ending categories, there is a significant and
robust FE improvement. This figure also shows that constraining
the end velocity is more important than constraining the starting
velocity. High numbers of end velocity categories (and therefore
stronger constraints on end velocity error) result in robust FE
improvements, with little regard to the number of start velocity
categories; conversely, if there are few end velocity categories,
no number of start velocity categories can produce reliable FE
benefits.

Fig. 21 Plot comparing characteristic velocities to FE performance for each ending velocity and duration category, sorted by
decreasing mean FE improvement

Fig. 22 Plot comparing characteristic velocities to FE performance for each ending velocity and acceleration magnitude cate-
gory, sorted by decreasing mean FE improvement
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FE results for various numbers of time duration and ending
velocity categories can be seen in Fig. 24. For few numbers of cat-
egories (e.g., AE categorization scheme number> 120), the var-
iance in FE improvement is very large, but when 100 s of
categories are used, the FE results are actually worse. Significant
and robust FE improvement is achieved with approximately ten
time duration and end velocity categories. Figure 24 also shows
that the end velocity error is more important to constrain than
duration error.

FE results for various numbers of time duration and ending
velocity categories can be seen in Fig. 25. For few numbers of cat-
egories, the variance in FE improvement is large, but with 100 s
of categories, the FE results are actually worse. Figure 25 also
shows that end velocity error is more important to constrain than
average acceleration error based on the similar relationship to the
time duration categorization case.

Overall AE misprediction is most prone to end velocity error,
reasonably prone to duration and acceleration error, and least

Fig. 23 Plot comparing the number of starting and ending velocity categories to FE performance, sorted by decreasing mean
FE improvement

Fig. 24 Plot comparing the number of duration and ending velocity categories to FE performance, sorted by decreasing
mean FE improvement
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prone to start velocity error. A categorization of AEs according to
starting and ending velocity yields the largest FE improvements.
This informs real-world implementation of this technique.

Note that the investigation of the number of AE categories
indirectly provides information about what happens when the AE
category itself is mispredicted. A specific AE categorization
scheme can be further justified by directly testing the effect of AE
category misprediction. It is anticipated that this analysis will be
included in future work.

3.4 Overall Drive Cycle Results. Four control strategies are
required to properly analyze the results of the proposed AE cate-
gorization control strategy: (1) the baseline EMS, (2) the globally
optimal EMS from perfect full drive cycle prediction, (3) the opti-
mal EMS from perfect AE prediction, and (4) the proposed AE
categorization prediction. Note that second control strategy, the
globally optimal EMS from perfect full drive cycle prediction, is
the maximum possible FE that can be achieved from an optimal
EMS. The third control strategy, the optimal EMS from perfect
AE prediction, is the maximum possible FE that can be achieved
from only AE prediction with an optimal EMS. These four control
strategies are then reduced to three FE results by calculating the
FE improvement over the baseline EMS according to Eq. (27).

Figure 26 shows the FE results for all control strategies for all
drive cycles. As expected, perfect full drive cycle prediction
results in a significant FE improvement ranging from 3.9% for the
US06 cycle up to 15.1% for the Denver city cycle. Perfectly pre-
dicting every AE in each drive cycle results in a sizable FE
improvement ranging from 0.5% for the US06 drive cycle up to
5.1% for the NYCC drive cycle. Predicting only the AE category
and applying a precomputed optimal EMS can result in significant
FE improvements but the results span a 1.2% FE loss for the
US06 drive cycle up to a 3.9% FE improvement for the NYCC
drive cycle.

Table 3 compares some characteristics of each drive cycle. The
Fort Collins highway cycle and the HWFET cycle have the fewest
AEs and thus AEs only compose 13% and 10% of the drive cycle,
respectively. The Denver City Cycle, the NYCC drive cycle, and
the UDDS drive cycle have the smallest AE average velocity. The

US06 drive cycle has a small number of AEs and the highest AE
average velocity.

By comparing Fig. 26 and Table 3, trends can be discovered
regarding large FE improvement cases. Figure 26 shows that the
Denver City Cycle, the NYCC, the UDDS, the Fort Collins City
Cycle, and the Denver Highway Cycle all have a large FE
improvement from AE category prediction with a precomputed
optimal EMS. And Table 3 shows that these drive cycles have a
large number of AEs and the AE average velocity is low. There-
fore, for drive cycles with lots of low velocity AEs, category pre-
diction with a precomputed optimal EMS provides a significant
FE improvement.

Other trends can also be discovered by comparing Fig. 26 and
Table 3 relating to small FE improvement cases. Figure 26 shows
that the Fort Collins Highway and the HWFET drive cycles result
in the lowest FE improvement for AE category prediction with a
precomputed optimal EMS. Table 3 shows that these drive cycles
do not have many AEs and the HWFET has high velocity AEs.
Therefore, using an AE category prediction with a precomputed
optimal EMS does not provide a significant FE improvement for
drive cycles without many AEs.

Lastly, the FE loss scenario can be understood by comparing
Fig. 26 and Table 3. Figure 26 shows a 1.2% FE loss for the
US06 drive cycle when AE category prediction with a precom-
puted optimal EMS is used. Table 3 shows that this drive cycle
has a significant amount of AEs, but the AEs are at a signifi-
cantly higher velocity. This is important because high velocity
AEs typically result in a FE loss due to the original dataset used
to precompute the optimal EMS not including many high-
velocity AEs.

In general, AE category prediction with a precomputed optimal
EMS results in half to 90% of the FE improvement from perfect
AE prediction. This strategy does not require real-time computa-
tions and requires very limited predictions. The FE improvement
results from perfect AE prediction compared to full drive cycle
prediction are dependent on how many AEs are in the drive cycle.
But, for drive cycles with a large number of AEs, the FE improve-
ment can be significant for a relatively low prediction require-
ment. For example, 18% of the NYCC drive cycle is composed of
AEs, but half of the maximum FE improvement can be realized

Fig. 25 Plot comparing the number of average acceleration and ending velocity categories to FE performance, sorted by
decreasing mean FE improvement
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by only predicting AEs; so by predicting aspects of 18% of this
drive cycle, 50% of the maximum FE can be achieved.

3.5 Individual Drive Cycle Results. The FE results shown in
Fig. 26 can be further explored by investigating the second-by-
second engine operation and battery SOC for each AE in each
drive cycle. There are three unique FE results: (1) nearly the same
FE improvement from AE category prediction and perfect AE pre-
diction, (2) an overall FE improvement but a reduction when com-
pared to perfect AE prediction, and (3) a FE loss when compared
to the baseline EMS. A representative drive cycle from each of

these results will be presented and discussed. All additional drive
cycles are shown.

The drive cycle that results in nearly the same FE improvement
from AE category prediction and perfect AE prediction is the
Denver Highway drive cycle. As shown in Fig. 26, perfect AE
prediction results in a 2.4% FE improvement while AE category
prediction results in a 2.0% FE improvement. The velocity
trace for this drive cycle with AEs identified is shown in
Fig. 27(a). Figures 27(b) and 27(c) show a second-by-second FE
improvement and battery SOC results along the drive cycle. For
full drive cycle prediction, there is a significant SOC excursion
compared to the baseline EMS but also a significant FE improve-
ment. Perfect AE prediction and AE category prediction provide
nearly the same overall FE improvement, but there are significant
differences in individual AE operation. For example, the AE that
starts at 847 s results in more fuel consumption for AE category
prediction and a banking of battery SOC. These differences even
out over the drive cycle.

One drive cycle that results in an overall FE improvement but a
reduction when compared to perfect AE prediction is the NYCC
drive cycle. As shown in Fig. 26, perfect AE prediction results in
a 5.1% FE improvement while AE category prediction results in a
3.9% FE improvement. The velocity trace, AE identification,
second-by-second FE results for each control strategy, and battery
SOC are shown in Fig. 28. For each control strategy, there is a sig-
nificant FE improvement with limited SOC excursion. Addition-
ally, when comparing perfect AE prediction and AE category
prediction, the overall FE improvements are similar but results for
each AE can vary. For example, the AE that starts at 145 s results
in more fuel consumption but SOC banking, which is evened out
once the next AE starts,

The drive cycle that results in a FE loss when compared to the
baseline EMS is the US06 drive cycle. As shown in Fig. 26, per-
fect AE prediction results in a 0.5% FE improvement while AE
category prediction results in a 1.2% FE loss. The velocity trace,
AE identification, second-by-second FE results for each control
strategy, and battery SOC are shown in Fig. 29. Minimal FE
improvements are achieved for each perfectly predicted AE, but
for category AE prediction, FE losses are frequent. For example,
AEs at 50 s, 90 s, 140 s, etc. Results in FE losses. This indicates
that the optimal EMS derived for this category does not
adequately capture aggressive driving. As discussed in Sec. 2.4,
high-velocity accelerations were not frequent in this dataset and
when this issue is compounded with highly aggressive AEs, which
are also not prevalent in the dataset, there is no optimal control
representative of this driving to implement. In other words, the
AE dataset used to derive the optimal EMS must be inclusive of
current driving habits or FE losses are possible.

4 Conclusions

In this study, a dataset of 7708 AEs was extracted from 384
real-world drive cycles. These AEs were organized according to
multiple categorization schemes: end velocity and (1) starting
velocity, (2) time duration, and (3) average acceleration. A base-
line EMS for a 2010 Toyota Prius was derived using a combina-
tion of the AUTONOMIE modeling software and an equation-based

Fig. 26 All FE results shown as a percentage improvement
over the baseline EMS FE. Note that all optimal EMS are derived
using DP.

Table 3 All drive cycles analyzed

Drive cycle Number of AEs AE portion of drive cycle Average v for AEs

Denver city 28 18% 15.3 m= sec
NYCC 13 18% 14.9 m= sec
UDDS 22 22% 17.4 m= sec
Fort Collins city 19 23% 20.5 m= sec
Denver highway 18 20% 23.4 m= sec
Fort Collins highway 11 13% 18.2 m= sec
HWFET 4 10% 23.4 m= sec
US06 12 26% 25.7 m= sec
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Fig. 27 The Denver Highway Cycle, which shows a close correlation between AE category prediction and perfect AE
prediction

Fig. 28 The NYCC drive cycle, which shows a similar correlation between AE category prediction and perfect AE prediction
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power-split model, which was rigorously validated against real-
world performance. An optimal EMS was derived using DP for
perfect full drive cycle prediction, perfect AE prediction, and for
only the most common AE in each category, which expands upon
a previous research finding that FE improvements are maintained
for a DP-derived optimal EMS on a similar drive cycle [40]. Each
of these four control strategies was tested on four EPA drive
cycles and four real-world drive cycles, which represent city driv-
ing, highway driving, and aggressive driving. The results show
that FE improvements can be obtained using “delayed control” for
low-velocity AEs and by using “advanced control” for high veloc-
ity AEs. The most significant and robust FE improvements can be
obtained using starting velocity and ending velocity AE categori-
zation with around 15 categories of each. A FE improvement
between half to 90% of perfect AE prediction is possible which,
in turn, represents one fourth to half of the FE improvement
results of full drive cycle prediction. But FE losses are possible if
the AEs used to derive the optimal EMS are not representative of
current driving habits.

There are several novel techniques and approaches developed
in this work, which were discussed in previous sections, and there
are three overall significant findings: (1) with proper categoriza-
tion, a DP-derived globally optimal EMS implemented in AEs
demonstrates a striking robustness to prediction error, (2) approxi-
mate predictions of AEs, which typically compose only 20% of a
drive cycle, could result in as much as 50% of the maximum pos-
sible FE improvement, and (3) a DP-derived globally optimal
EMS can be implemented in AEs as a look-up table with only
knowledge of an approximate ending velocity of the AE. In other
words, a DP-derived optimal EMS that controls AEs obtains sig-
nificant FE improvements and can be implemented in vehicles
today using the limited computational power of current vehicle
controllers with no new hardware.
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